DISCLAIMER
Win-win Health Intelligence Limited (the Publisher) has used reasonable care and skill in
compiling the content of this website (including organising reviews by medically qualified
reviewers to the extent referred to on the website) but neither the Publisher nor any
such reviewers or contributors of content provides any representation, warranty or
guarantee (whether express or implied) that the content on the website is accurate,
complete or up-to-date, nor do they accept liability for any errors or omissions.
The Lifelines Health Store website content is not provided or (except to the extent
referred to on the website) reviewed by fully qualified health practitioners or doctors able
to give advice on medical matters. Cancer is a very serious and individual disease. Users
must consult with experts in their appropriate medical field before taking up any form of
treatment or otherwise taking, or refraining from, any action on the basis of the content
on this website. The information contained on the website is not intended or implied to
be a substitute for professional medical advice or for medical diagnosis or treatment.
This website is only provided for domestic and private use. Its content must not be used
for any commercial or business purposes, and the Publisher shall have no liability for any
loss of profit, loss of business, business interruption, or loss of business opportunity.
Neither the Publisher nor any reviewer or contributor of content on the website shall be
liable to any person for any loss or damage which may arise from the use of the
information contained on this website.
These exclusions of liability will not apply to damages arising from death or personal
injury caused by the negligence of the Publisher or any of its employees or agents or of a
reviewer or contributor of content, or any other liability that cannot be excluded or
limited by English law. To the extent permitted by law, the Publisher excludes all
conditions, warranties, representations or other terms which may apply to this website
or any of its contents, whether express or implied.
The website provides links to other websites and the Publisher does not accept any
responsibility for the content of such websites.
Users of this website are responsible for compliance with local laws if and to the extent
they are applicable.
This disclaimer is prepared under and shall be governed by English law.

